Ellen Ferris
Subject:

RE: Teedon Pit Extension

From: Brian Zeman
Sent: August‐01‐19 11:07 AM
To: Herbst, Robert (MNRF) <robert.herbst@ontario.ca>
Cc: Benner, Kim (MNRF) <kim.benner@ontario.ca>; Ellen Ferris <eferris@mhbcplan.com>; Mitchell, Kevin (CRH Canada
Group Inc.) <kevin.mitchell@ca.crh.com>; Ferri, Jessica (CRH Canada Group Inc.) <jessica.ferri@ca.crh.com>;
anthony.goodban@sympatico.ca
Subject: Teedon Pit Extension
Good morning Robert
Further to CRH’s letter of July 15, 2019 Goodban Ecological Consulting Inc. has completed the survey for
Eastern Whip-poor-will and the survey results were negative. A letter will be provided to MNRF shortly.
The only other item that MNRF identified was the combined tonnage and concern related to different
companies. As MNRF is aware CRH is in the process of completing the name change for the Teedon Pit
Extension. As a result, both the Teedon Pit Extension and the Teedon Pit will be under common
ownership. Can MNRF please confirm this addresses the issue.
Regarding the name change process can MNRF please commence work to post the name change application
on the ERO. CRH would appreciate the posting commencing August 15th so the 45 day commenting periods
correspond.
CRH plans on providing the formal 20 day ARA objector response to the outstanding ARA objectors at the
beginning of October. Assuming MNRF is satisfied with the Eastern Whip-poor-will survey and the name
change has addressed the combined tonnage issue, would MNRF be in a position to formally withdraw its
objection prior to CRH needing to send a formal 20 day ARA objector response to MNRF.
If you have any questions or require any additional information for the ERO posting please let us know.

Regards,

BRIAN ZEMAN, BES, MCIP, RPP | President

MHBC Planning, Urban Design & Landscape Architecture
113 Collier Street | Barrie | ON | L4M 1H2 | T 705 728 0045 x 226 | F 705 728 2010 | C 705 627 9004
| bzeman@mhbcplan.com
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